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Abstract
Spatial resolution, noise, contrast or geometric distortion, are some of the principal
factors that determine X-ray imaging quality. By adjusting various parameters of the
medical imaging system, such as the tube voltage, the tube current, geometric distances
or the angle of view, it is possible to control the presence of a particular electromagnetic
radiation: the scattered radiation. Such radiation contributes to a reduction of contrast
and adds noise; in consequence, the contrast-to-noise ratio gets worse and the image
quality degrades. The main goal of this thesis is to understand the physical phenomenon
behind X-rays and how the aforementioned parameters influence the final images in the
presence of scattered radiation. For creating the X-ray images, a simulation tool
developed in Philips Research called Diphos (Diagnostic Photon Simulation) for
acquiring primary and scatter radiation is used. For reproducing other sources of image
quality degradation coming from the medical system itself, such as photon noise,
electronic noise or the detector blurring, Matlab has been used. In parallel, a
visualization tool for Google SketchUp has been designed in order to depict the
simulated scenarios. Hence, the study consists of the simulation, visualization and
image quality analysis of X-ray images. As a clinical scenario, cardio imaging was
used, with the aim of visualizing as good as possible the coronary arteries.

Resum
La resolució espacial, el soroll, el contrast o la distorsió geomètrica són alguns dels
factors més importants per determinar la qualitat en les imatges mèdiques de raigs-X.
L’ajust de diversos paràmetres controlables en els sistemes mèdics durant l’adquisició
de les imatges, com ara el voltatge o el corrent induït en el tub, les distàncies
geomètriques dels aparells o punt de vista des d’on s’adquireixen les imatges, poden
controlar la quantitat de presència d’una radiació electromagnètica molt particular: la
radiació scatter. Aquesta radiació és una font de soroll i reducció de contrast en les
imatges, que en conseqüència, fa que la relació contrast-soroll empitjori i degradi la
imatge. L’objectiu d’aquest projecte és entendre quins fenòmens físics hi ha darrere dels
raigs-X i com els paràmetres anteriors influeixen en la presència de radiació scatter en
les imatges finals. Per tal de crear les imatges, s’utilitza una eina de simulació
desenvolupada a Philips Research anomenada Diphos (Diagnostic Photon Simulation)
per adquirir la radiació primària i scatter. Per simular les altres fonts de soroll venint del
propi sistema mèdic, com el soroll dels fotons, el soroll electrònic o inclús la
difuminació provocada pel cross-talk del detector, s’utilitza Matlab. Paral·lelament,
també es dissenya una eina de visualització dels sistemes a simular per a Google
SketchUp. Així doncs, l’estudi consisteix en simular, visualitzar i avaluar la qualitat
d’imatges de raigs-X, amb l’objectiu de veure de la millor manera possible les arteries
coronàries.
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Preface
During my Bachelor’s degree in Audiovisual Systems Engineering in
Telecommunications in UPF, many different topics regarding communications systems,
image, video or audio processing have been studied. A year and a half ago from now,
the fear of finishing my bachelor and not knowing exactly what to do afterwards, started
to invade me. However, my anxiety of living new experiences and my appetite of
learning, made me jump into an amazing experience called Erasmus. I took my baggage
and I ended up in the Netherlands, so far the land of boundless opportunities and with
an amazing international environment.
From the third year of my degree, I realized that one of my passions was image
processing. Taking pictures and playing around with imaging editors has always been
one of my hobbies. However, what I really liked at most was the fact of being able to
understand the technical part behind images and being able to manipulate them as I
wanted. The imaging field is really broad, and its applications not always present a clear
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taking a couple of courses on medical image processing in TU Eindhoven.
Medical image processing is a complementary and non-explored branch of my
studies. Its useful application in our daily life converts it into one of the most motivating
branches I could be interested in. Furthermore, Philips Research in Eindhoven, which
has a particular interest in the area of healthcare, gives a lot of facilities to students by
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last 10 months: I have gained a bit of working experience in a company, by introducing
myself into the medical image processing field.
This bachelor thesis is the end of my first studies stage. It reflects all what I have
learnt by exploring another branch of my bachelor, which, hence, it has supposed an
important personal challenge that I am particularly proud of. We could say that almost
all the content explained hereafter, define concepts that I did not know before. Although
being the end, I am sure it will be the beginning of a new adventure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Medical image processing is a complementary and non-explored branch of my studies.
Therefore, expanding my knowledge into a new topic, which has a useful application in
our daily life, was really motivating since the beginning. That is why I decided to look
for a company like Philips Research, in area of health and well-being, where I was able
to build up some experience in the field by doing an internship and later on, my
bachelor thesis as well.
This thesis begins with a brief introduction about the important role of X-ray images
in the medical field during the last century. Subsequently, the medical system used as a
tool for the data acquisition in this project is presented, and later on, particularly
emphasis is given to the problems that appear during the generation of X-ray images,
which will be the target of study in this project. Finally, the topics addressed in this
thesis are presented, as well as the structure of this report by reviewing the contents of
each chapter, and presenting the contributions attained in this field by this project.

1.1. Role of X-ray imaging in the medical field
Most likely, if we ask people around us to think about a way of viewing inside our
bodies, the vast majority will quickly think about X-ray images. This medical image
modality is the oldest and most known by the society, and without any doubt, it had a
big impact in the medical field during the last century. This great technological
advancement for medicine was accidentally discovered by the German scientist W.C.
Roentgen in 1895 and since then, it has evolved into many different ways.
The applications of X-ray images in the medical field are many and diverse. One of
the most implemented is the generation of radiographs, which are images created with a
short X-ray pulse. Radiographies are normally used to detect abnormalities in the bone
structure, as well as other diseases in the soft tissue, such as cancer, edematous
swellings, obstructions in the veins, among other disorders. Computed tomography (CT)
is another important application in this field, which consists of acquiring 2D slices of
specific areas of the body from different points of view, with the aim of creating a 3D
visualization of the particular object diagnosed afterwards. Another one is fluoroscopy,
a technique that uses X-rays to generate a projection of the patient in real-time. Usually,
a contrast agent opaque to X-rays is introduced, either orally or via injection directly in
the blood vessels (called angiography in this particular case) in order to enhance the
contrast among the body structures and hence, visualize properly the region of interest
(ROI) [1].
While the purpose of the above cases is mainly the imaging of the internal structures
of the body, X-rays can be used as well to treat diseases (i.e., to control or kill cancer
1

cells). This is known as radiotherapy and it requires a high energy radiation applied to
the tumor or the treatment volume.
However, X-rays are not the only modality of medical imaging acquisition. During
the last decades, the continuing growth of computational resources and data
transmission at high speed have allowed developing other technologies which
complement the role of X-ray images for the detection and diagnosis of diseases in
patients. Among the most important methods, we can highlight: Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI), which applies strong magnetic field and radio waves in order to create
images of the body; Ultrasound Imaging (US), which by sending sound pulses of very
high frequencies to the tissue to analyze, images are created by recording the reflected
sound echoes produced by the tissue; and other techniques based on nuclear emission of
particles, such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Single-Photon Emission
Computed Tomography (SPECT) [2]. All together constitute a wide range of medical
imaging tools that allow getting a more complete diagnosis overall.
Despite these other alternatives, X-ray images still have a very important role in the
medical field, considering that until 2010, up to 5 billion of X-ray images had been
carried out worldwide [3]. Therefore, the improvement of this imaging modality still
remains an important study target for many current research projects.

1.2. X-ray systems: C-Arm
There are several kinds of equipment to generate X-ray images. The system taken as a
reference in this project is the C-Arm, one of the devices giving more possibilities to
acquire images during medical interventions. The C-Arm provides real-time results and
interaction between doctor and patient during the procedure. For that reason this kind of
equipment is also known as Interventional X-ray System.
The C-Arm (see Figure 1 below) has a C-shaped structure housing a detector and an
X-ray source respectively located on opposite sides of the design. A rotation system
over three different axes allows doctors to acquire images of the patient from arbitrary
directions.
The flexibility and mobility of the system provide a sequence of 2D planar images
from different points of view, e.g. on a circular trajectory around the patient. This
potential feature to acquire data in real-time allow to reconstruct three-dimensional
models of the ROI just before operating radiologists perform the surgery.
In the 2nd chapter of this thesis, all the components that constitute this particular
system, as well as all the phenomena that appeared during the interaction between Xrays with matter, are described in more detail. However, it is worth mentioning in
advance a few details concerning the design of these X-ray systems that will help to

2

understand the objectives of this project. The generation and acquisition of X-ray
images are explained briefly in the next section.

Figure 1: Interventional X-ray C-Arm system: Philips Allura XPER FD20

The C-Arm offers a lot of potentialities, such as being an Interventional System,
providing an excellent quality of the obtained X-ray images and a high spatial resolution
as well. However, the system settings introduced in the system before acquiring the
images can directly affect to the image quality obtained. Therefore, in Section 5 of the
report, a particular study of some of the most influential factors regarding the quality
obtained in the images will be performed.

1.3. X-ray radiation in diagnostic imaging
As it is presented in Section 3, there are different phenomena taking part during the
creation of the images: on one hand, the diverse types of radiation hitting the detector,
and on the other hand, the noise introduced during the whole process, which can have
various origins.
Image acquisition starts by shooting an X-ray beam from the tube towards the
detector. This beam will interact with different materials in the patient that is lying in a
low absorption X-ray table [4], and part of the radiation will be collected on the
detector. X-ray photons interact in different ways with the object’s atoms, so that some
of them are propagated straight without any appreciable deflection, known as primary
radiation, whereas others are scattered in random directions. The contrast in the image
is practically determined by how primary radiation is absorbed by the different objects
within the body [5]. On the contrary, scattered radiation, which can be either
secondary, tertiary or ever further radiations depending on the amount of directional
changes suffered while interacting with the matter [6], will add some degradation of
contrast to the final image, due to the fact that they hit the detector obliquely instead of
rectilinearly. Scatter radiation is considered a source of noise and hence, spoils the
3

radiology image, contributing to some image quality degradation and decreasing the
contrast detectability [5].

1.4. Problems addressed in this thesis and research questions
The presence of scatter radiation in the final image is determined by different physical
parameters of X-ray imaging systems, such as the tube voltage, the field of view (FOV),
projection angles, geometrical distances or even the geometry of the patient. Therefore,
the main goal of this study is to analyze the impact generated by these factors in the
final quality of the image. Since cardiac imaging is one of the most important
applications in interventional medical imaging, it was decided to choose a thorax
phantom with a contrast agent injection to the coronary tree, simulating a typical
visualization of the coronary vessel tree. In particular, the following parameters are
examined:
- X-ray Tube voltage: It determines the kinetic energy of the bombarded electrons
coming from the cathode when they collide with the tungsten atoms in the anode. For
instance, if a potential of 100 kV is applied between the anode and the cathode, each
electron will hit the target with a kinetic energy of 100 keV 1.
As we will see in Section 2.1, the spectrum of the X-rays photon energies generated
has an upper limit corresponding to the applied voltage. In medical imaging, the typical
potentials applied go from 40 to 150 kV [7], and these will be the values also tested in
this project.
The tube voltage mainly controls the contrast level and the noise presented in the
final X-ray image. In Figure 2, we compare how each monoenergetic beam influences
into the final image obtained considering a monoenergetic source of 45 keV, 80 keV
and 125 keV.
- X-ray Tube current: Determines the current intensity, i.e. the flow of electrons
incident on the anode. The tube current, expressed in mA, obviously directly affects to
the dose remaining in the patient, a factor always important to reduce. The current,
therefore, controls the density of the final image and the darkness of the radiograph. In
our simulations, four different currents will be considered: low, medium, high and very
high exposed to the patient.

1

In X-ray practice, instead of using Joules [J], the unit of energy is electron volts [eV], which represents
the kinetic energy of an electron accelerated by an applied potential of one volt [9].

4

Figure 2: Monoenergetic visualization of the coronaries at (a) 45 keV, (b) 80 keV and (c)
125keV, only primary radiation is shown. The contrast in the image varies according to the
energy of the X-ray due to the different characteristics of the structures of the body when being
exposed to these energies.

- Object thickness: The matter constituting the various tissues and organs in the body
attenuate the signal in various ways according to the effective-Z2 of each material. The
effective-Z expresses the atomic number of a compound or a mixture of diverse
materials and elements, such as bone mineral, water, proteins and lipids.
1

2
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Figure 3: Total mass attenuation coefficient for the most abundant body material compounds,
considering energies from 10 to 150 keV [8].

2

Z number of an atom represents the amount of orbiting electrons for a particular atom, and it also
coincides with the number of protons located in its nucleus. The equivalent of the Z number for a
material, which might be a compound of different elements, is the Effective Z, and it is obtained by
weighting the different elements forming the material.

5

Figure 3 shows the attenuation factor of the principal body materials when the rays
interact with them. The materials with a higher effective-Z, such as the bone mineral
which main component is calcium (Z-20), present a higher absorption of the radiation at
very low energies. In general, the difference among materials absorption is more
pronounced at lower energies, clearly distinguished considering the logarithmic scaling
factor depicted in the graphic. The attenuation factor is intimately related to the
absorbed dose in tissue, since the energy attenuated by these materials remains inside
the material as dose. The other materials such as water, proteins or lipids have a really
low effective-Z, and therefore, their attenuation factor is less at lower energies. On the
contrary, for the larger energies, all the materials tend to behave in a similar way. This
will be depicted into the X-ray image as a low contrast perception when higher tube
voltages are applied, since all materials behave in a similar way.
Thus, the studies will be done in two patients of different thickness: one of 80 kg
approximately and the other around 120 kg. Moreover, it will be done a comparison
between two different projection angles: 0 and 30 of rotation. In both cases, the
distributions of organs and tissue will influence on the appearance of scatter radiation
due to the amount of interactions occurred between rays and materials.
- Distances between Source, Patient and Detector: It is distinguished between three
important conceptual distances:
- FAD (Focal-Axis-Distance): Distance from the Source of X-rays and the isocenter3
- DAD (Detector-Axis Distance: Distance from the Detector to the isocenter
- SID (Source-to-Image Distance): (FAD + DAD) Total distance from the Source to
the Detector
Trying to preserve always the same ROI in the patient, changing these distances will
directly influence the final image in different ways. Other important factors will change,
such as the magnification factor or the field of view.

Figure 4: Schematic of an X-ray system, showing the conceptual definitions of SID, FAD, and
DAD regarding the distances in the system and others like FOV or ROI, regarding the focused
area.
3

The term Isocenter in medical imaging corresponds to the center of rotation of the C-Arm, i.e. the
position (0,0,0). It is normally where the target is located. In our particular case, the center of the heart
will be located in the isocenter.
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In the simulations it is analyzed as well the fact of shortening or enlarging these
distances. Scatter radiation should change locating the detector closer to the patient or
locating the detector further away. When the distances are smaller, more deviated rays
should still reach the detector, whereas by increasing the distance, the deviated rays
should be out of the boundaries of the detector.

1.5. Approach followed during the thesis
Up to this point, we have formulated the problem statements of the project. In order to
study them, it is performed a sequence of simulations with the Diphos software
(Diagnostic Photon Simulation) developed in Philips Research. Diphos is a tool that
implements Monte Carlo simulations. Although the method of Monte Carlo can have
many applications, in Diphos it is used to follow the trajectories of individual photons
emitted from one focal point and subsequently, going through a phantom, a virtual
representation of the patient. In parallel, the probability of each interaction to occur
(Compton and Rayleigh scattering or the photoelectric effect) is computed for each
individual case, while it is interacting with the matter, and they are followed until they
hit the detector [7]. Section 3 explains in more detail what this method consists of and
how it is applied in our case.
There are several studies proving the effectiveness of Monte Carlo simulations to
obtain a realistic scatter and primary distribution when emitting a beam of photons
through a scattering medium [5] [7]. According to the Scatter-to-Primary ratio
computed from the simulated data when applying this method is usually close to the
results obtained performing real X-ray images.
A set of simulations regarding the issues discussed in Section 1.4 have been done
along the project to find out the behavior of scatter radiation in each case. In each
simulation, it is computed in parallel the performance of primary and scattered
radiation, and then the final image is built, considering all the factors taking place in the
X-ray system. The performance of scatter radiation can be easily analyzed comparing
the Scatter-to-Primary ratio in the different simulated scenarios as well as the contrastto- noise ratio, in order to do a proper image quality evaluation at the end.
To sum up, the objective of the project is to study how scatter radiation performs
under different physical factors of the system when the ROI is focused on the
visualization of the coronary arteries. The SPR is evaluated when evaluating the
following settings:
- Geometric Distances: Influence of changing FAD and DAD distances.
- Angle of view: 0 and 30 of rotation will be computed
- Patient thickness: performing the experiments for a standard patient (80 kg) and a
larger one (120 kg)
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- Tube voltage: according to the energetic spectrum used in diagnostic imaging going
from 20 to 150 keV.
- Tube current: applying four different doses: low, medium high and very high
according to the patient size
As another contribution to the project, in order to visualize the scenarios defined in
Diphos, a plug-in for Google SketchUp platform has been developed as well. Google
SketchUp is a 3D modelling program from the company Google. The programming
language used to automatize the generation of this scenario visualization is Ruby; a
dynamic, open source and objected-oriented programming language already adapted to
the Google SketchUp platform.
The visualization of the new scenes simulated with Diphos became a useful tool in
order to get an overview about the scenario to perform and to check whether all the
parameters were well defined before doing the simulations.

1.6. Contributions
The study of this project is more focused on understanding how external factors from
the system also influence on scatter radiation appearance, and therefore, how a proper
visualization of the final images can be reached by adjusting these parameters. The main
objectives are to understand what factors affect to the quality of the coronary arteries
and how they affect to the contrast between the different structures of the body.
Up to now, some studies analyze this parameter influence using water phantoms [9].
However, the study of this project is more focused on a medical implementation, and a
human phantom will be used. Hence, the behavior of scatter according to the distinct
materials of the body structure is studied. Some of the most common medical values for
the tube voltage or tube current will be used.
On the other hand, considering the particular implementation of Diphos tool in order
to get the data for the project, another contribution to the project itself has been the
development of a new tool in order to visualize the systems to simulate. Up to now,
Diphos was not providing any kind of visual information to describe the positioning or
designs of the medical system implemented. Therefore, developing a tool that helps to
imagine the system was required in order to talk about the system inside and outside the
project team, i.e. the customers or stakeholders.
As a contribution to myself, developing this project has helped me to explore a
completely different branch from the imaging field, since I have had to understand the
physics behind X-ray imaging, as well as all the factors that contribute to increase the
image quality in the image itself.
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1.7. Thesis outline
Chapter 2: Physics of X-radiation in Diagnostic Imaging. Introduction of the basic
physics behind X-rays: (a) making a particularly emphasis on how X-rays are generated,
(b) how they interact with matter, giving way to the creation of scattered radiation, and
finally, (c) how all this procedure takes place in an interventional system as the C-Arm,
highlighting how the main components of the system take part in the procedure.
Chapter 3: Simulation of X-ray images. All the steps followed in order to create a final
image are explained in two different sections: the first one considers the simulations
performed with Diphos, and the second one, analyzes the extra factors needed to
simulate by using Matlab, in order to build up the final image.
Chapter 4: Visualization of the scenarios using Sketchup tool. Description of the
automatic tool developed for the visualization of the medical system models that are
simulated. A brief explanation of the structure of the plug-in is provided, as well as the
different possibilities offered by the tool. Finally, some examples of simulated scenarios
are presented.
Chapter 5: Impact of X-ray tube voltage, tube current and dose, object thickness,
projection angle and geometric distances on scattered radiation. Study of how these
factors influence on scatter radiation.
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2. PHYSICS OF X-RAY RADIATION IN DIAGNOSTIC AND
INTERVENTIONAL IMAGING
X-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation, which means that they are a
combination of oscillating electric and magnetic fields that propagate through space
carrying energy from one place to another. Their main feature is that they are highlyenergetic and this allows them to liberate electrons from the atoms they interact with. In
the electromagnetic spectrum, they are located between ultraviolet and gamma rays, and
therefore their energy is between 10 keV to 150 keV, corresponding to a wavelength
from 0.1 to 0.01 nm. Just to compare, on the contrary, visible light has wavelengths
from 400 to 700 nm, corresponding to energy slightly greater than 1 eV.
Therefore, X-rays are considered part of ionizing radiation, due to the fact that when
ejecting an electron from the atom, an ion pair forms, consisting of a negatively charged
electron and a positive atom or molecule [9]. As introduced in the following sections,
the energetic electrons interact with the ion electric field of the atoms’ nuclei during
their trajectory. This is the way how X-rays propagate in the medium until they reach
the detector or until the energy they carry is spent [10].
Analyzing this premise from another point of view, this feature of being highly
energetic is what makes X-rays pass through opaque materials, such as organs or tissues
of the human body. Each material behaves in a different way in relation to their
components, and for this reason, part of the energy of the ray is deposited in the
materials, which consequently defines the absorbed dose in the patient. On the other
hand, this is also what allows depicting the different objects of the body into the final
radiograph, reflecting the different structures in different shadow opacities, such as
bones, organs, veins or other symbols disease that can be found in our body.
This chapter is explained in different sections: how X-rays are generated; how they
interact with matter giving way to the creation of scattered radiation; and finally, how
all this procedure takes place in an interventional system as the C-Arm, highlighting
how its components take part in the procedure.

2.1. Generation of X-radiation
As it is explained in Section 2.3 of this Chapter, X-ray generation takes place in the Xray tube, when bombarding a beam of accelerated electrons from the cathode to the
anode. When a charged particle is accelerated, it will irradiate electromagnetic radiation
[9]. Considering how these electrons interact with the tungsten atoms in the anode,
either Bremsstrahlung radiation or Characteristic X-rays will take place.
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a) Bremsstrahlung radiation
Bremsstrahlung (“breaking”) radiation happens when energetic electrons are decelerated
due to the influence of the electric field of the atomic nuclei they are interacting with.
As a consequence, their trajectory is “broken” and emit part of their kinetic energy as
electromagnetic radiation, i.e. an X-ray occur.
In Figure 5(a), it is straightforward to see the influence of the distance from the
bombarded electron to the nuclei. In the case of , the produced ray contains all the
kinetic energy of the incident electron, while for
, the lost energy is much lower
because the strength of the electric field is much less, and therefore, its trajectory is less
deflected. In Figure 5(b), it is shown the energetic spectrum obtained by providing 100
kVp of power in the X-ray tube. The conclusion is that the probability of these events to
occur is inversely proportional to the proximity to the nuclei. It is much likely to
interact with an outer electron than with the center, due to the strength of the Coulomb
field. Hence, a larger number of low-energy x-ray photons are produced [9].

Figure 5: (a) Depiction of how Bremsstrahlung radiation takes place when a highly energetic
accelerated electron, coming from the cathode, interacts with a tungsten atom in the anode of
the tube. Different energetic X-rays will occur according to the proximity of the incident
to
the nuclei. (b) Probability of X-ray production regarding Bremsstrahlung radiation providing
100 kVp of power in the X-ray tube. Low-energetic x-ray photons are more likely to be
produced [9].

b) Characteristic X-rays
On the contrary, characteristic X-rays happen when energetic electrons directly interact
with the electrons oscillating in the different orbitals of the atom. When an
collide
with the atomic electron, the second one is ejected from the atom, and the gap
remaining is filled by an outer shell electron. During this transition, this
acquires
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some acceleration and therefore, produces a new X-ray [see Figure 6(a)]. The energy
emitted by the characteristic X-ray will be the difference between the binding energies
of the two shells. On the other side, the other two electrons will keep interacting with
other atoms until they completely lose their kinetic energy.
As mentioned before, in our case the anode is made of tungsten, which is a metal
element with a high atomic number (Z = 74). The binding energies of each shell depend
on each element. For the particular case of tungsten, in Figure 6(b) is shown which
energetic values has each shell, as well as the different possible electrons transitions that
might take place. Characteristic X-rays are specific for each element, and the most
relevant are due to interactions produced by filling gaps in the K-shell, the most
energetic one. We can distinguish either α-transitions, when is between contiguous
shells; or β-transitions, whether it is between two or more shells. Obviously, βtransitions produce a higher energetic ray than α ones, since the difference is bigger. It
is important to highlight that these energy values will remain always the same,
considering that rays will always emit the same energy when changing shells. That is
why characteristic X-rays produce discrete spectral lines, as it is seen in Figure 7.

Figure 6: (a) Characteristic X-rays occur when the energetic electron collides with one of the
atomic electrons of tungsten nuclei. The X-ray will be produced when and outer shell electron
fills the gap from the ejected electron. (b) Tungsten shells and their energies are represented, as
well as the possible transitions of
between shells [9].

Figure 7 shows the final spectrum of energies in each stage of the X-ray image
generation. Unfortunately, Bremsstrahlung low-energetic X-rays will be partly absorbed
by the tungsten atoms and other structures in the X-ray tube. The two peaks represent
the characteristic X-rays. On the way, other filters will be applied to the radiation while
passing throw all the objects before hitting finally the detector.
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Figure 7: Relative intensity of X-ray photons considering the different filtering stages that take
place during an X-ray image acquisition [11].

2.2. Interaction with matter
Once X-rays go out of the tube, the next step is going through the patient. In this
section, instead of studying how the energetic electrons interact with the target atoms as
in the Section 2.1, now is explained how electromagnetic radiation interacts with the
different materials’ atoms forming the structure of the patient’s body. As we will see
afterwards, characteristic radiation can also appear in a similar way as the one presented
in Section 2.2.a. Nevertheless, since the main elements that constitute the patient are
Hydrogen (Z =1), Carbon (Z = 6), Nitrogen (Z = 7) and Oxygen (Z = 8), which all have
a very low atomic number, during the generation of characteristic X-rays in these cases,
their peak in the spectrum will appear in low energies, and therefore, will be rapidly
attenuated inside the tissue. This also implies that some energy will be deposited inside
the body and this is the concept that we define as dose.
The main interactions taking place between X-rays and matter are: Photoelectric
effect, Compton scattering and Rayleigh scattering. As expected, this is where scatter
radiation emergence. This is the main phenomenon of interest in this project and it
contributes to get some deterioration in the final image, caused by the deviation on the
trajectory by the ray into random directions suffered while interacting with the electric
field of atomic electrons. These interactions are described in the following.
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a) Photoelectric absorption
In the Photoelectric effect (Figure 8(a)), electromagnetic radiation interacts directly with
an atomic electron of the target nuclei, so that the ray is completely absorbed by it and
all its energy is transferred to the ejected electron, leaving a gap in its position and
causing ionization of the atom. The emitted electron is so-called photoelectron and its
energy is equivalent to the difference between the binding energy of the shell where it
used to belong and the initial X-ray energy ( ). On the other hand, the gap will
probably be filled by an outer-shell electron and characteristic radiation will occur, as
studied in the previous section.

b) Rayleigh scattering
Rayleigh scattering (Figure 8(b)) occurs when the incident X-ray is affected by the
electric field of one of the electrons orbiting the nucleus. In this particular case,
ionization does not occur; the incident X-ray is just deflected (i.e. changes its
trajectory), but maintaining its energy after the interaction. It is more likely that this
type of radiation is given in low energetic x-rays.

c) Compton scattering
Compton scattering (Figure 8(c)) appears when the ray interacts with an outer shell
electron. This electron will be ejected from its position becoming a Compton electron,
and will leave a gap there that might be replaced by other free electrons in the medium.
Therefore, ionization may happen. As a result of this interaction, the incident photon
loses energy and changes its direction and becomes a Compton photon, with more or
less energy regarding the angle of deviation. The more the photon is deflected, the more
energy it loses [10]. It is more likely that this type of radiation is given in higher x-ray
energies where the energy of the x-ray photon is much greater than the binding energy
of the atomic electron [9].

Figure 8: Schematic of (a) Photoelectric effect, (b) Rayleigh and (c) Compton scattering.
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2.3. X-ray imaging systems: The components

Figure 9: Schematic of X-ray image
generation [4].

The process of X-rays is shown in the diagram
of the Figure 9. X-ray photons are produced in
a vacuum tube, as a result of accelerating the
induced electrons from the cathode coil to the
anode. The photon beam is often controlled
through a collimator, which is a device that
blocks part of the beam, contributing to a more
focused exposure and therefore, reducing the
unnecessary radiation that has to reach the
patient and staff around the system. The rest of
the beam will interact with the patient and
finally, will be recorded by the detector.
Scatter radiation, introduced in the previous
section, appeared when the X-rays go through
the patient, can be partly reduced by
introducing into the system an anti-scatter grid
(ASG), whose structure will filter out most of
the rays that do not strike directly the detector.

The following sections study in more depth the essential components involved in the
generation and detection of the rays: the tube, the collimator, the detector and the antiscatter grid.

a) X-ray tube
The tube is the part of the system which creates X-rays. It is mainly constituted by two
structures: the cathode, which is the generator of electrons; and the anode, the receiver
of the bombarded electrons.
The cathode is the negative side of the circuit and consists of some tungsten
filaments of different sizes, each one corresponding to a different focal spot size, to
focus the electron beam to the anode. The filaments are heated up and, due to the high
voltage between the anode and the cathode, electrons are accelerated, released from the
filaments and begin to move towards the anode.
The anode is the positive pole of the high-voltage circuit, and it is usually a disk
made of tungsten, as it was mentioned in Section 2.1. This high atomic material helps to
get enough energetic X-rays during their generation. As one example of X-ray tube, the
anode is connected to the tube through a molybdenum stem, which is a poor heat
conductor that helps to reduce the heat propagated to the bearings. The stem is
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surrounded by a rotor in its inner side and by a stator in its outer one. Inducing
alternating current (AC) to the stator windings, an AC magnetic field is created and
therefore, the rotor rotates and consequently, the tungsten disk as well. During the
production of X-rays, the disc rotates at high speed, which implies that electrons being
bombarded through the anode disk will always hit some refreshed area of tungsten,
avoiding overheating in the structure [9]. Other designs for X-ray tubes are
implemented in newer systems using high power tubes for CT or X-ray.

Figure 10: Schematic of a modern X-ray tube and its components [9]

As observed in Figure 10, which displays the structure of the X-ray tube, the anode
has an angled design. This inclination determines the maximum field of view, the socalled coverage, of the X-ray beam.
In radiology, the X-ray production efficiency is around 0.5%. Most of the kinetic
energy is deposited in the anode as heat during the production. This is why a material
such as tungsten, which has a melting point of 3300 , is chosen as the material for the
anode [9].
In order to create this kind of interaction between electrons inside the tube, we need a
vacuum environment inside it. Otherwise, the produced electrons would collide towards
air molecules instead of hitting the anode. Consequently, the air would be ionized and
X-ray production efficiency would decrease. For this reason, all the components of the
tube must remain inside a vacuum envelope.

b) Collimator
The collimator is a metal structure opaque to X-rays that shapes the beam of photons
coming from the tube. Therefore, this device focuses the radiation generated into a
desired direction, blocking rays that are not parallel to the target. Without its presence in
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the system, rays from all directions would be spread around and the patient and staff
would receive unnecessary radiation. Moreover, these rays would also be recorded by
the detector, and hence, would contribute to obtain a blurred resultant image, not useful
at all.

c) Detector
The detector is the part of the system where the final image is produced after analyzing
X-ray photons that impact on it, and applying a pre-processing of the received signal
and artifact correction. There are different types of detectors, but the one introduced
below is the so-called solid state flat detectors, which is the one implemented in the CArm system.
Solid state flat X-ray detectors are based on an indirect conversion. Such detectors
consist of a luminescent material called scintillator and a photodetector. When the Xray is captured by the scintillator, the electrons emit light in the range of visible light.
This light is propagated by optical diffusion through the phosphor matrix until they
collide with the photodetector, which will record the pattern of visible light caught and
will create the final image at last [9]. In Figure 11(b), a cesium iodide (CsI) scintillator
is shown, which is the one usually used in the C-Arm detector. Its tubular structure
prevents the light spreads too much laterally, which helps to keep high resolution in
different radiology applications.

Figure 11: (a) Schematic of how indirect conversion X-ray detectors perform. (b) Microscopic
view of a cesium iodide (CsI) scintillator and its tubular structure [12].

The implementation of an activator in the phosphor matrix has important role in the
detection and signal transmission. For instance, the absorption efficiency of phosphor,
which means how much light is emitted per X-ray photon absorbed, varies according
the material of the scintillator and the activator, and so, the color of the luminescent
emission.
The detector simulated during the experiments is an indirect conversion flat dynamic
X-ray detector (FDXD). Its structure is depicted in Figure 12: the top layer of the
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scintillator, consisting on an structure of thallium doped cesium iodide (CsI:Tl) as
mentioned before, converts X-rays into optical photons. This material emits green light
that is detected in the digital pixel photodiode structure (in the bottom layer), which is a
pixel array of hydrogenated amorphous silicon photo diode (a-Si:H) thin-film transistors
(TFTs) sensible to the light belonging to this range of wavelength. As represented in the
illustration, the photodiodes array structure occupies around the 70% of the structure,
whereas the circuits surrounding each pixel that will transfer the data collected, fill the
rest [13].
During the X-ray exposure, charge is retained in the pixels maintaining the TFTs in a
nonconductive state. After exposure, the transistors switch to a conductive state and the
charge of the pixels is transferred through the rows to the external plates, which are
charge-sensitive amplifiers, responsible of amplifying the signal according to the
settings selected by the surgeons for each application in particular. This process is
carried out in each row until the entire array of pixels has been readout. Finally, in the
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) the output signal is digitized with a dynamic range of
14 bits [13].

Figure 12: Structure of an indirect conversion flat dynamic X-ray detector [13].

Some of the advantages provided by flat-panel detectors compared to other systems
like film, which records the ionization of the detector’ atoms, are sensitivity and
transmission speed. In this case, implementing FDXD allow us to apply lower doses of
X-rays to the patient in order to obtain the same image quality as we would do by using
film [9]. In addition, they are lighter, more durable, less bulky and more precise and
accurate. That is why its implementation in new designs of medical equipment is
increasing.
The usage of flat detectors in these systems is interesting because we acquire realtime images at high speed, without showing geometric distortion in the final images
[14].
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d) Anti-scatter grids
Scatter radiation provides blurring in the objects edges and also, a decrease of contrast
in the final image in general. In order to get rid of it, an anti-scatter grid introduced
over the detector is responsible for absorbing most of this radiation such that a more
accurate result image is obtained.
An anti-scatter grid consists of a series of lead lamellas arranged in parallel and
separated by a material with low attenuation to rays, such as fiber. In order not to lose
primary radiation, rays which have not suffered any diversion and contain the relevant
information, these lamellas are angled towards the focal spot of the X-ray tube. As a
final result, the detector will collect primary radiation and the scattered one will be
partially attenuated, so that scatter-to-primary ratio will be reduced. In Figure 13, it is
observed the effects of introducing an ASG in the system.

Figure 13: Schematic of an X-ray system with an ASG. Primary radiation such as (a) will hit
the detector, although some of them will directly collide against the lead lamellas (c). On the
other hand, oblique incident scattered radiation will be partly blocked by the structure of the
ASG: mostly will be absorbed (b), and the rest will hit the detector (d) at the end [13].
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3. SIMULATION OF X-RAY IMAGES
Considering the experimental character of the project, the acquisition of X-ray images
using real systems would be economically too expensive and rather unlikely to use with
real patients to get more realistic results, apart from being unethical and illegal.
Therefore, as mentioned in Section 1.5, Diphos (Diagnostic Photon Simulation), a
software tool developed in Philips Research, is used in order to get the final X-ray
images of this project.
Diphos is a simulation tool able to recreate all the physics behind X-ray projections
over a phantom, a virtual representation of the target object to photograph, once several
features of the basic medical system objects have been defined: sources and detectors.
Diphos applies two important interrelated methods in order to generate, track and detect
photons in the different stages of the simulation: Monte Carlo and ray tracing
techniques.
Monte Carlo simulations follow the path of each
individual photon generated by Diphos in a previous
stage, contemplating all the possible interactions that
might occur while X-rays interacts with the specified
phantom. During the simulation, it is considered the
likelihood of an interaction to occur between photons and
phantom atoms, and it is decided what kind of collision
the photon undergoes at any time, if any happens, as well
as the new path acquired by the particle after collision
(see Appendix A for a general outline of how Monte
Carlo technique performs). All the photon histories are
followed and processed until they are captured in the
Figure 14: Ray tracing
Schema. Several X-rays
reach position D. Photon
fluence is the numerical
integration of the photons
arriving at D.

detector. Finally, when building up the final image, a ray
tracing technique based on the schema in Figure 14,
applies a numerical integration of the number of photons
received in a position D in the detector, i.e. the photon
fluence is recorded in D, coming from various X-rays
with different trajectories.

The Monte Carlo method requires a lot of data to be computed and time. In order to
get reliable statistical information, a lot of photon histories should be generated, since
about 99% of the incident photons do not reach the detector [7], (some of them might be
absorbed by the phantom, might not reach the phantom or might not reach the detector
after getting out from it). Just to have a brief idea, all the process of creating a single Xray image can take from 2 to 4 days, and we can get more than 120 Gb of information.
Up to now, Diphos, which is still a tool under development in Philips, is able to
provide images showing the primary and scatter energies. However, as depicted in
Figure 15, the final X-ray image is also influenced by other factors, which will add
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further noise in the resulting image. These other factors are computed in Matlab and
added to the images obtained by Diphos, in order to create a more realistic output at the
end. All the noise can be classified according to its origin in: photon noise, electronic
noise, detector blurring, and naturally, the so called scatter radiation.
In this chapter, all the steps followed in order to create a final image are explained in
two different sections: the first one considers the simulations performed with Diphos,
and the second one, analyzes the extra factors needed to compute with Matlab in order
to build up the final image (see Annex B, for a general outline of how to reconstruct the
resulting image).

Figure 15: The final X-ray image is formed by the primary and scatter radiation, the photon
and electronic noise, and finally, the detector blurring.

3.1. Diphos simulations
As mentioned before, Diphos is our data acquisition tool. The performed simulations
have been split up into three different experiments or stages: attenuation map of primary
energy due to the ASG implementation, primary energy acquisition and Monte Carlo
simulations to obtain scatter radiation.
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a) Compute attenuation of primary due to ASG (Stage 0)
The anti-scatter grid used in the C-Arm system is a one-dimensional array and focused,
consisting of 1324 lamellas. The fact of being focused means that all lamellas are
pointing to the focal spot of the X-ray tube, and therefore, the primary X-rays remain
always parallel to the lamellas. Using a focused ASG, the risk of losing primary
radiation is minimum.

Figure 16: Different views from the ASG: (a) view from above showing all the lamellas
distributed equidistantly, and (b) lateral positioning, revealing how lamellas are focused to the
same red point. Blue rays represent X-rays, parallel to the lamellas.

Although the main purpose of introducing an ASG in a medical system is to reduce
the scatter radiation reaching the detector, as seen in Figure 13 from Section 2.3.d, the
ASG also attenuates primary energy. In order to find out how a particular ASG is
attenuating primary energies, in Stage 0 (follow the schema in Appendix B), two Monte
Carlo simulations are performed: in the first one we create new photons carrying a
particular energy specified in the simulation and it is used an Air phantom. In the
second one, the photons detected in the first simulation are read and then, are passed
through the ASG phantom, as it is indicated below (Figure 16).

Figure 17: Simulation performance of Stage 0

The output results (Figure 18) display a cloud of dots with a quite high statistical
noise component on them. In order to smooth it and considering that primary energy is
analyzed, a Gaussian filter with [10 100] of size and = 25 is applied before computing
the attenuation map. The filter has this shape on purpose following the direction of the
lamellas in order to preserve the maximum primary structure. However, this process has
not been optimized yet. The size of the filter needs a further study in order to find the
best way to preserve the structure of the primary. Up to now, these values seemed to
provide quite reasonable results. Therefore, this has been the filtering implemented for
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the moment. Once filtered both images, we compute the map just dividing the resulting
image gotten from the ASG by the Air.

Figure 18: Monte Carlo simulations computing primary energy for 70 keV with a phantom of
(a) Air and lately of (b) ASG. Both cases display a cloud of dots with a quite high statistical
noise component on them.

Figure 19: (a) Gaussian filter applied to the output images in Fig. 18 in order to remove the
statistical noise. (b) Attenuation map obtained by dividing the filtered ASG primary image by
the filtered Air primary image.

b) Analytical Primary Energy (Stage 3)
Primary radiation is the one which defines the different tissues and structures projected
in the image, since includes all the rays which have not suffered any interaction while
passing through the phantom. These rays do not change their trajectory, they only
experience an attenuation of their energy according to the tissue or structure they go
through (See Figure 3, Section 1.4).
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The probability of not suffering any change on the trajectory is quite high, since
electrons and atom nuclei are really tiny particles and between them there might be very
huge distances, making the interaction between an electromagnetic wave and these
particles quite unlikely. Therefore, the amount of primary radiation is much superior to
scatter radiation, and that is why body structures in the final image are able to be seen.

In Stage 3 (Figure 20), a primary energy simulation going through the human
phantom depicted in Figure 21(a) is done as a first step, without implementing Monte
Carlo but still using Diphos tool. The image is obtained by projecting straight rays
through the phantom and being attenuated by the materials of the body. Therefore, the
attenuation map computed in the previous section must be applied in the primary image
obtained, in order to make that primary rays also go through the ASG. Figure 21(b)
shows an example of an image obtained from a mono-energetic beam of 70 keV and
centered on a ROI focused on the coronaries.

Figure 20: Simulation performance of Stage 3

Figure 21: (a) XCAT phantom provided by the Duke University from Durham (USA). (b)
Primary energy image at 70 keV, with a ROI in the coronaries.
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c) Monte Carlo simulation: Generate photons, pass them through the
human phantom and later, through the ASG (Stage 1 & 2)
Last but not least, Stages 1 & 2 are the last steps to carry out. These two stages perform
Monte Carlo simulations, and as a result, scatter radiation can be obtained. To sum up,
what it is done between both stages is (Figure 22):
1. Generate 200.000.000 photons carrying a specified energy specified in the
simulation, going out from the focal spot located in the X-ray tube.
2. Bombard the photons through the same human phantom used in the previous stage.
3. Register their histories and new trajectories after the interaction. Save the photons
hitting the detector.
4. Read the saved photons in (3).
5. Bombard the photons through the ASG phantom.
6. Register their histories and new trajectories after the interaction. Save the photons
hitting the detector.

Figure 22: Simulation performance of Stage 1 & 2

Scatter radiation looks like a cloud of dots, where each dot represents a certain
amount of photons arriving in a particular pixel from the detector. In Figure 23(a) and
Figure 23(b), the scatter radiation obtained after Stage 1 and Stage 2 is represented,
consecutively.

Figure 23: Depiction of scatter radiation at 70 keV (a) before and (b) after introducing an ASG
in the system. In both cases the yellow square represent the real collimated area in the detector
for this particular simulation.
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As it can be observed, the results have been displayed over the whole detector,
without cropping the final image. During the acquisition of the images, applying a
proper collimation of the source beam is important in order to reduce the exposure
radiation to the patient and for just focusing in the region of interest. This area is
depicted in a yellow square in Figure 23. As an important observation, scatter radiation
goes out of the collimated area, since its final path deviates from its original trajectory
deviate of its original trajectory. With the purpose of being able to depict this effect,
both Figure 23 has not been cropped.
In these pictures, the effect of the different tissues for scatter radiation can be also
seen. In the central region it is more attenuated, since it corresponds to the location of
the spinal cord (i.e. bone material), whereas in the top of the collimated area, the density
of photons is higher due to the presence of air in the lungs.
The last observation, but probably the most relevant, is the obvious reduction of
scatter due to the ASG. In this particular case, the amount of scatter radiation in Stage 2
represents only the 36.75% of the total present in Stage 1. Therefore, the
implementation of this extra device in the system takes an important role.

Taking up again the objective of creating a final image, in this case a Gaussian filter
to treat the statistical noise is applied. However, this time the size of the filter might be
bigger since the statistical noise is disordered and the objective is smoothing it out at
maximum. The filter applied has a size of [10 100] and = 25 (Figure 24(a)) and the
results are appreciable in Figure 24(b). Once again, these values have been chosen in
order to get the best compromise between flattening the statistical noise and preserving
the scatter that is more concentrated in lower intensities. This process has not been
optimized either, but it provides good enough results for the moment since they are
already realistic.

Figure 24: (a) Gaussian filter applied to the output images in Fig. 22(b) in order to remove the
statistical noise. (b) Blurred scattered radiation obtained after the filtering.
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3.2. Other required simulations
As said before, Diphos is not able to simulate all the influential factors present in the
final image. Therefore, in this section, we describe here other noise sources that appear
in real images and, hence, that must be implemented as well. There are three cases
considered: a) the photon noise, coming from the electromagnetic signal itself, b) the
blurring coming due to the electronics circuits from the detector, so-called cross-talk in
the detector and c) other electronic noise. All these effects required computations for
their generation that have been implemented in Matlab.

a) Photon noise
Photon noise represents the natural variation of the incident photon flux, due to the
quantized nature of light and independence of photon detection. The number of photon
detections is distributed according to a Poisson distribution, because photons are
discrete and the probability of arriving in a particular point is independent of any other
arrival. Photon noise is a property of the signal itself and it varies according to the flux
of photons arriving. Its uncertainty is a distinctive feature of measuring light, and hence,
it is a property of the signal itself. This noise is directly dependent on the number of
photons recorded; therefore, it is also dependent on the acquisition time. The more
exposition time, the more photons recorded, and less noise gathered.
In order to obtain the occurrence probability, it is computed the standard deviation
from the photon noise which is determined by the root square of the squared energy of
each photon arriving to each pixel:
[ ]

√

(1)

where N[E] is the spectrum weight for each energy bin. Considering that both
primary radiation and scatter radiation are arriving to each pixel in the detector, the
standard deviation becomes:
√

[ ]

[ ]

(2)

where EPrimary is the monochromatic primary image and EScatter, the
monochromatic scatter image, for all the energies weighted by the X-ray spectra (N[E]).
The scaling factors for each sort of radiation (Equations 4 and 5) consider the amount
of photons going through the collimator (Equation 3):
[ ]

(3)
(4)
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(5)

where, the solid angle (Eq.3) references to two-dimensional angle in threedimensional space that is substended from the source position and therefore, describes
the exposed area in the phantom, considering the projection angle.
The final photon image is built by adding both noises: the amount of noise coming
from primary photons and the ones coming from scatter radiation, for each pixel in the
detector.

b) Electronic noise
Random fluctuations in the electrical signals might appear as a result of the electronic
circuits of the system devices. This phenomenon is called electronic noise and its
presence is unavoidable. It can have many origins but normally it is possible to extract
its pattern given a specific device. Electronic noise, due to its nature, is normally more
accentuated in lower frequencies. Due to that, a high-pass filter should be applied in
order to get rid of it.
Nevertheless, the study of the electronic noise performance is not done in this thesis.
Therefore, although its relevance in the image, it is neither implemented in the
simulations nor generated with Matlab.

c) Detector blurring (Pixel Cross-talk)
On the other hand, an additional blurring takes part while processing the signal received
in the different circuitry in the detector. It is known as cross-talk. When cross-talk takes
place, some parts of the signal are transmitted from one circuit to the neighbor circuits,
producing a coupling of several signals at the end.
Therefore, the detector blurring is characteristic of the detector itself. From a
previous study done in Philips Research considering real signals using a real detector, it
has been extracted the detector blurring matrix (5x5), that will be convolved with the
final image in a later stage.

3.3. Building up the final image
Now that we have presented the different influential factors in the construction of the
image, the last step is building it up. The simulations performed by Diphos in Section
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3.1, have been done for each single energy in the spectrum from 20 to 150 keV, since
primary, scatter radiation and hence, photon noise, vary according each particular
energy.
Once the simulations are done, the final image is computed with Matlab by
specifying a particular tube current (in mA), a tube voltage (in kVp) that will define the
spectrum to apply, as well as the exposure time. Every single radiation is scaled
according the number of photons passing the collimator, according to the previous
mentioned equations (4) and (5).
Last but not least, the final primary, mean scatter and total photon noise images are
obtained by adding all the images weighted by the spectrum. By summing the final
primary, the mean scatter and the total photon noise, it is obtained an image free of
other electronic noises introduced by the circuitry in the detector. Therefore, as a final
step, the final image is obtained by convoluting the image obtained previously with the
cross-talk filter and adding at the end the electronic noise. These steps are shown in the
schema below (Figure 25).

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑁[𝐸]

𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑁[𝐸]

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦

𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑘

𝑁[𝐸]

𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑁[𝐸]

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃 𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒

𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒

Figure 25: Schematic of how an X-ray image is build combining the simulations made
with Diphos and with Matlab.
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Primary Image

Mean scattered radiation

Total Photon noise image: Primary photon noise + Scatter
photons noise

Final image: Primary + Scatter + Photon noise +
Electronic noise + Detector blurring

Table 1: Resulting images obtained from the simulation of the scenario using: 70 kVp spectrum (tube voltage), 20 mA (tube current), 0 of rotation (angle of
view), standard patient (80 kg) and by introducing an ASG in the medical system.
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4. VISUALIZATION OF THE SCENARIOS USING SKETCHUP
TOOL
Diphos is a software tool with a very technical structure and not really user-oriented.
Before starting the simulations, it is required to define every single object that forms the
medical equipment, by giving a value to each parameter that describes it. All these
inputs are a collection of text files that will be read by the program afterwards.
However, it is not that straightforward for the user to interpret them at a glance.
The necessity of visualizing the scenarios simulated somehow became an important
issue at a certain point of the project. Diphos simulations can last up to several days;
therefore, having a tool for checking if all the devices were well located after changing
their position or applying other transformations, became a new requirement to think
about. Moreover, this issue took an important relevance when the new conceptual
scenario wanted to be presented to other people not involved in the project. Hence, we
had to invoke the premise of “A picture is worth more than a thousand words”.
Google SketchUp is a 3D modelling platform from Google that has integrated a Ruby
API, which extends the functionality of the platform and facilitates the development of
macros and plug-ins. This additional software application developed must implement
the programming language Ruby; a dynamic, open source and objected-oriented
programming language already adapted to Google SketchUp. In addition to the
simplicity and ease of use offered by the platform, it offers a big warehouse with a wide
range of already developed medical systems models.
The main goal of creating a plug-in for this particular project was to develop an
automatic tool able to extract some relevant parameters from Diphos text files, and
create from scratch, a general and simple visualization of the medical system
implemented in the simulations. As an overview (Figure 26), the principal elements
taking part in the scene can be classified into: a) background, comprising the static
elements in the scenario such as the patient, the laying table, the screens and the doctor;
and b) the devices of the system, comprising the dynamic objects such as the beam
source and the detector.
SCENARIO

DYNAMIC ELEMENTS

C-ARM

SOURCE

STATIC ELEMENTS

CUSTOM SCENARIO

DETECTOR

BACKGROUND

PHANTOM

DOCTOR

TABLE

SCREENS

COLLIMATION

Figure 26: Overview of all the elements displayed in the scenarios created
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Three different modes of visualizing the scenarios have been implemented in the
plug-in developed. The three cases only differ in the manner of displaying the medical
system itself, which includes the dynamic elements mentioned above. In this chapter,
the elements that are created for the scenario are explained in various sections,
considering each visualizing option implemented in the plug-in.

4.1. The elements in the scenario created
a) Static elements in the scenario created: The background
The background is composed of a set of some already existing models in the SketchUp
warehouse, which are imported into the final scenario. This set of elements includes: the
patient, the doctor, the laying table and the screens of the system, which remain
unchanged for all the options to choose. The background is depicted in Figure 27 down
below.

Figure 27: Background of the scenario simulated

b) Dynamic elements in the scenario created
The dynamic elements include all the objects forming the system itself, such as the
detector and the source. The three implemented options consider three different manners
of visualizing the medical system, and depending on the necessities of the user, one or
another option should be chosen. For each option, it is required a particular input file
providing the initial settings of the system to display. The possibilities offered by each
case and the definition of the input files required are presented hereafter.
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a)

Option 1: C-Arm scenario

By implementing this option, an already existing C-Arm model from the warehouse is
introduced into the system. The input file required should be a text file defining the CArm position and its rotation, as described in Table 2:

Name
Rot
Ang
Larm
PosX
PosY
PosZ

# C-Arm
Description
Rotation over the Y-axis
Rotation over the X-axis (Patient axis)
Rotation over the detector itself
X coordinate of the position vector
Y coordinate of the position vector
Z coordinate of the position vector

Default value
0º
0º
0 cm
0 cm
0 cm
0 cm

Table 2: Parameters describing the C-Arm in Option 1

According to the value of the parameters above, it is applied the respective
transformation to the object, which can be a rotation in one or both axis, or a translation
in the new position specified by the user.
Moreover, in this particular case, it is possible to visualize various C-Arms displayed
in different scenes, by defining multiple C-Arm objects into the same file. By creating
diverse scenes, SketchUp provides an option of automatically reproducing the sequence
formed by all the scenes, and creating a sort of video. Table 3 shows some examples of
a multiple C-Arm definition and the various scenes created.
Scene 1
#CArm1
Rot
0
Ang
0
Larm 0
PosX 0
PosY 0
PosZ 0

Scene 2
#CArm2
Rot
30
Ang
0
Larm 0
PosX 0
PosY 0
PosZ 0

Scene 3
#CArm3
Rot
0
Ang
-45
Larm 0
PosX 0
PosY 0
PosZ 0

Scene 4
#CArm4
Rot
45
Ang
-45
Larm 0
PosX -150
PosY 0
PosZ 0

Table 3: Some examples of the scenarios created by Option 1, displaying several C-Arms
positions and rotations
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b) Option 2: C-Arm scenario with Individual devices
Option 1 was offering some restrictions due to the shape of the C-Arm model itself. The
main one was the impossibility of changing the distances from each device to the
isocenter, i.e. the DAD and the FAD. This is the reason why in Option 2, we display the
same concept of the C-Arm but treating the source and the detector as different objects.
Therefore, the input required in this case is the same as for Option 1, but it needs some
additional parameters to be defined. They are shown in Table 4.
Name
Rot
Ang
Larm
PosX
PosY
PosZ
FAD
DAD
NCollimationAX
NCollimationAY
DSizeX
DSizeY

# C-Arm
Description
Rotation over the Y-axis
Rotation over the X-axis (Patient axis)
Rotation over the detector itself
X coordinate of the position vector
Y coordinate of the position vector
Z coordinate of the position vector
Distance from the source to the isocenter
Distance from the detector to the isocenter
Length in X-axis from the area collimated
in the isocenter plane
Length in Y-axis from the area collimated
in the isocenter plane
Length of the detector in the X-Axis
Length of the detector in the Y-Axis

Default value
0º
0º
0 cm
0 cm
0 cm
0 cm
81 cm
24 cm
8.5536 cm
8.5536 cm
38.1920 cm
29.4140 cm

Table 4: Parameters describing the C-Arm for Option 2

An additional implementation has been
developed in this case: the area of collimation.
This is a feature that is defined in Diphos, by
using the same parameter names as seen in Table
4. For this reason this concept was applied in this
option with the same structure as the program
does. It was a nice feature to introduce, because it
provides an idea to the user of the exposed area
by X-rays into the patient.
In Diphos, the NCollimation parameters define
the illuminated area in the isocenter plane in both
X and Y axis, as depicted in Figure 28. The offset
locates the center of this area displaced from the
isocenter as many centimeters as specified.

Figure 28: Collimator parameters
definition in Diphos

The collimation area is depicted in the scenario
as a semi-transparent and random-colored
pyramid, which vertexes are located: one in the
middle of the source and the others by projecting
the four vertexes of the area collimated in the
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isocenter plane to the plane determined by the detector. Each vertex is obtained by
computing a coordinate transformation in its mathematical description from one plane
to the other.
The detector and the source models are extracted from the C-Arm used in Option 1,
by exploding the object and saving each device in two different new models. The bulky
representation of the devices was not allowing a proper visualization of what area in the
detector was meant to be just the screen. Therefore, another small additional
implementation to this case was drawing this area representing the detector screen in the
same position and rotation as the applied in the detector. The user is able to define his
own detector despite the usage of an already detector model.

Figure 29: Some examples of scenarios created by implementing Option 2.

c)

Option 3: Scenario created by reading Diphos files

Finally, the last option builds up the
scenario by reading the same input files as
done in Diphos. The typical Diphos files
contain all the parameters defined in Table
5 and Table 6, which describe the detector
and the source respectively. As can be
seen, not all the parameters are required for
displaying the objects in the final scenario.
The most relevant and used afterwards, are
the ones represented in Figure 30. For this
option, no models are used for creating the
final scenario. This means that both
devices are created from scratch, contained
in a simple and semi-transparent box
defined in Ruby.

Figure 30: Source and detector
parameters as defined in Diphos
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# Detector
Name
Param1
Param2
Paramn1
Paramn2
Paramn3
DAD
DSizeX
DSizeY
DOffsetX
DOffsetY
Curved
DPNx
DPNy
Nx
Ny
PNx
PNy

Description
X Position
Y Position
X Position of the normal vector
Y Position of the normal vector
LArm rotation (if it is a flat detector)
Distance from the Detector to the ISO-center.
In DiPhoS, represents the z coordinate of its position
Always > 0
X Detector Size
Y Detector Size
X Position (only implemented when applying scatter)
Y Position (only implemented when applying scatter)
Define a curved (= 1) or flat (= 0) detector
X size of the Analytical Primary output image
Y size of the Analytical Primary output image
X size of the Scatter output image in Montecarlo simulations
Y size of the Scatter output image in Montecarlo simulations
X size of the Analytical Primary + Scatter output image in
Montecarlo simulations
Y size of the Analytical Primary + Scatter output image in
Montecarlo simulations

C-Arm default
ParamD (1)
ParamD (2)
ParamnD (1)
ParamnD (2)
0
abs (ParamD (3))
= 81 cm
38,192 cm
29,568 cm
ParamD (1)
ParamD (2)
0
2480 px
1920 px
1024 px
1024 px
1024 px
1024 px

Table 5: Parameters describing the detector in Diphos

# Source
Name
FocalSizeX
FocalSizeY
NCollimationAX
NCollimationAY
NormOffsetX
NormOffsetY
PointSource
FAD
PencilBeam
ParallelBeam
FanBeam
ConeBeam
Param1
Param2
Energy
TubeCurrent
BeamTime
MonoEnergetic
Intensity
Monoenergetic

Description
X Focal Region x-ray beam in the source
Y Focal Region x-ray beam in the source
X size of the spot generated by the virtual blades at z = 0
Radius of the spot
X size of the spot generated by the virtual blades at z = 0
Radius of the spot
Offset of the collimation Axis X
Offset of the collimation Axis Y
Defined a Point Source.
Not necessary if focal Size is specified.
Distance from the Source to the ISO-center.
In DiPhoS, represents the z coordinate of its position
Always > 0
Shape of the beam: pencil
Shape of the beam: parallel
Shape of the beam: fan
Shape of the beam: cone
X Position
Y Position
Energy from the Spectrum selected
mAs settings
Exposure Time

C-Arm Default
0.05 cm
0.05 cm

Intensity of the beam

1e10

0 = Monoenergetic simulation
1 = Multienergetic. Requires a spectra definition

1

100 cm
100 cm
0 cm
0 cm
0
abs (ParamS (3))
= 38.5 cm
0
0
0
1
ParamS(1)
ParamS(2)
70
11
0.0133

Table 6: Parameters describing the source in Diphos
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The detector object created in Ruby includes a semi-transparent box located above
the patient, with a black and opaque screen located on the bottom side of the structure.
This detector can be rotated and translated into another position as already implemented
in the previous options.
The source object created includes a fixed structure below the patient, which location
is determined by the FAD parameter in the Diphos source file. The box created
represents a possible structure where to put the source. In this case, the collimation
representation starts in the focal spot of the source and it is projected up to the detector
surface, which might be a smaller area than the one specified by the detector size, as
shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Some examples of scenarios created by implementing Option 3

The upper row of the pictures shown in Figure 31 depicts a collimated area in blue,
which is clearly smaller than the screen itself, as seen in the picture taken from above.
In the second row, it is applied a rotation of 30º to the detector, as well as the source has
been moved into another position located in a structure at the FAD distance specified in
the source file.
All the parameters required are read from the Diphos files. In the plug-in, the only
coordinates computed are the projected vertex in the detector plane, since the
collimation in Diphos is defined at the isocenter plane. Therefore, this tool should only
be used for obtaining a visual representation of the simulated scenario. It can help to
check if the position where the devices have been located or just for getting an overview
about what is being simulated. If the parameters have been wrongly defined in the files,
there is no correction applied inside the plug-in. Therefore, the representation of the
scene would be wrong and we would know that the parameter definition in Diphos is
wrongly implemented.
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5. IMPACT OF X-RAY TUBE VOLTAGE, TUBE CURRENT,
OBJECT THICKNESS, ANGLE OF VIEW AND GEOMETRIC
DISTANCES ON SCATTERED RADIATION
Medical image quality (IQ) is a measure on how well body structures are depicted on
them. Contrast, sharpness and noise are some clearly evaluable imaging features linked
to the visual perception of a human observer. Therefore, these parameters are often used
to determine the quality of an X-ray image. In clinical imaging practice, one of the most
important sources of noise taking place in the final image is the X-ray photon noise
which is linked to the number of detected photons. These are composed of the primary
photons (as the quantity of interest) but also from scattered photons. Although it is well
possible to correct for the mean value of scattered radiation in modern X-ray
radiography [13], it is not possible to correct for the noise of the scattered radiation.
This means that scattered photons (even with a perfect correction) contaminates the
primary signal with additional noise which might become quite significant especially if
the number of scattered photons is larger than the number of primary photons. Hence
there is a strong interest to understand which parameters have an impact on the amount
of detected scattered radiation. The factors to study regard the initial settings from the
medical system, which are the only factors that might be controllable by the doctor
before acquiring the X-ray image. The parameters to analyze will be: the tube voltage,
the tube current and the geometric position of the source or the detector (i.e. distances
from the devices to the isocenter, which is located in the middle of the patient heart).
The assessment of the results will be done using the metric SPR (Scatter-to-Primary
Ratio), which represents the relation between the “useless” scattered and the “relevant”
primary radiation presented in the final image. The SPR is obtained by applying
equation 6 below. In a similar way, it is a comparison between the pure noise (without
considering the other sources of noise coming from the system electronics) and the pure
signal itself presented in the final image and modulated by the human anatomy.
Therefore, in all the cases we will be interested to obtain the smallest ratio as possible.
(6)

Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) is another commonly used metric in the evaluation of
IQ. As it will be described along this chapter, scatter radiation is the most important
source of contrast degradation and noise depicted in the X-ray image. Although the
simulated results will not be evaluated by using this metric, according to literature [15],
either contrast or CNR decrease by increasing the SPR. Hence the motivation to study
the SPR behavior in front of the chosen system factors, since compares the radiation
forming the image and provides an overview of the IQ. Both equations 7 and 8 shows
the inversely proportional relationship between SPR and the contrast between objects
with different attenuation coefficients and the CNR.
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(7)

(8)

In all the following sections, there is a study of the aforementioned parameters
considering two patients of different weights, each with two directions of view, 0 and
30º. Patient thickness is an external factor that cannot be neglected, nor the viewpoints
from where the images are taken. Depending on these factors, the material and organ
distributions inside the body are different. These are facts that mainly affect the X-ray
interactions with matter taking part during the exposure. Thus, the evaluation will be
performed comparing both projection angles for Patient A, a man of 80 kg
approximately which is depicted in the left column of Table 7; and Patient B, a man
around 120 kg, shown in the right column. The table also shows the cross-sectional
radius for both patients. As it can be seen, they only differ by 6 cm of width, but this
seemingly little difference has large impact on the appearance of scattered radiation due
to the exponential attenuation law of X-rays.
Patient B

View from below

Front view

Patient A

15 cm

12 cm
15 cm

20 cm

Table 7: Representation of the phantoms used in the simulations. The left column shows Patient
A, the thinner one, and right column, Patient B, which has more fatty tissue. The top row depict
both X-CAT phantoms and the bottom ones the cross-sectional visualization of them, as well as
the radius length in each case.
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The position of 30º of the system is more interesting from a practical point of view
since the visualization of the coronary arteries from this projection angle would allow
the doctors to see properly the regions of interest. In contrast, a system rotation of 0º
provides an image depicting both the coronaries and the spine in the middle, which
would bother the doctors in analyzing the coronaries themselves. However, experience
showed that the 0º provides geometry has a lowest SPR. Since the goal of the chapter is
to understand the performance of scatter, both positions will be compared.
The structure of the chapter is organized considering the factors to evaluate. First of
all, it is explained the performance taken by the different types of interaction that have
been studied and that take place inside the patient. This will be helpful for
understanding some behaviors of scatter radiation afterwards. Later on, the parameter
evaluation is carried out for both patients and both projection angles suggested.

5.1. Phantom interactions assessment
The biggest part of the body is constituted by low absorption materials, such as fat,
water or muscles (see Figure 32:). The most absorbent material is bone mineral, which
represents only 3,5% of the body composition. Hence, a large patient, who might have
either more fatty tissue or more muscle mass, will suffer more scatter events due to a
larger width of its body trunk. There is more physical volume for each photon to
interact with, and hence, more chance of scatter to happen.
2,6%

1,4%

10,0%
23,0%

C

Oxygen
Nitrogen
Other

1,1%

0,9%

3,50%

N

1,70%

1,30%

15,30%

H

Protein

O
Carbon
Calcium

61,0%

Hydrogen
Phosporus

Lipid
18,20%

Water

60%

Water
Lipid

Figure 32: (a) Human body composition by chemical elements (in mass %) [16]. (b) Human
body composition by chemical compounds (in mass %) [16]

Figure 33 shows part of the dose deposited in the phantom relative to the exposure
dose incident to the phantom, as a function of the photon energy. This means that low
energetic X-rays are in average deposited a much larger portion of their energy inside
the patient as compared to higher energetic photons which only deposit in the order of
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half of their energy on their way. Moreover, it is shown the influence of the patient
thickness: for Patient B, larger energies deposit more energy than for Patient A. For the
particular viewpoints, the rotation angle seems not to influence the deposition level
from the photons themselves, although for 30º, since there is more tissue to interact
with, the deposited dose is a bit larger for higher-energies.

Figure 33: Mean X-ray dose deposition in phantom, relative to exposure dose, in dependence
on photon energy, regarding both patients and both projection angles.

Both phantoms can be also compared considering the number of interactions taking
place inside them (See Section 2.2). Figure 34(a) shows the photoelectric absorption
events, which are responsible for most of the deposited dose in the patient; Figure 34(b),
Compton events, responsible for the remaining dose, and Figure 34(c), Rayleigh events
which as a result of elastic scattering do not deposit any dose. Compton and Rayleigh
events can reach the detector or just scatter into other directions out of reach of it.
In all cases, both patients perform in a similar way regarding the three types of
interaction. However, notice that Compton scatter increases by 17.5% its appearance in
patient B for larger energies, which is the main source of differences when assessing the
physical parameters of the system in the following section.
Moreover, the increase of Compton interactions and photoelectric absorptions by
more than 20% in both cases are the reason why the deposited dose also increases by
about the same ratio for Patient B, as seen in Figure 33.
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Figure 34: Comparison between both Patients for the different interactions happening inside
them: (a) Photoelectric effect, (b) Compton scattering and (c) Rayleigh scattering.

In the following sections the different system parameters are studied, considering the
tube voltage, the tube current and geometric distances.

5.2. Tube Voltage
The voltage difference applied in the tube determines the spectrum of the X-ray
photons. As it has been explained in Section 3, the simulated X-ray image is created by
summing the monochromatic images for all the energies weighted by the X-ray spectra
chosen. Figure 35 depicts some X-ray spectra obtained in dependence on the applied
tube voltage (in kVp). These spectra are already attenuated by the anode materials since
X-ray photons are created inside the anode volume; hence, some of the rays are already
absorbed before leaving the anode. In the figure, the creation of the characteristic Xrays depending on the voltage is observable as well, being stronger with higher
voltages.
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Figure 35: Comparison of X-ray spectra at different tube voltages after being filtered by the
anode materials and an external filtration of 3.5 mm Al and 100
Cu.

The impact of the tube voltage is mainly expressed as a contrast change in X-ray
images. Contrast normally is determined by the difference of X-ray primary attenuation
between the different detectable objects in the images.
It is important to mention that a contrast agent has been introduced into the coronary
arteries in order to visualize them in both phantoms. The contrast agent introduced is
normally a high-atomic-number element (in the case of cardio examinations, typically
iodine injected into the blood circle), which has a high level of absorption, and hence,
makes the coronary tree visible.
Table 8 and Table 9 show the obtained images for Patient A and B, each with both
viewpoints taken during the acquisition, respectively, for three different tube voltages at
60, 90 and 120 kVp. These values have been chosen considering that for larger patients
typical clinical protocols suggest larger tube voltages, since there is more primary
attenuation due to the increase of tissue and muscle, which needs to be compensated by
a higher incident X-ray intensity.
The images show the variation of contrast in dependence on the tube voltage applied.
The reason is that by increasing it, the penetrating power of the beam also increases.
Therefore, larger energies are less attenuated than the lower ones. As a consequence, the
different body materials tend to respond in a similar way for these larger energies, and
hence, the contrast is reduced.
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PATIENT A
90 kVp

120 kVp

Rotation of 30

Rotation of 0

60 kVp

Table 8: Comparison between images for three different tube voltages: 60, 90 and 120 keV and a tube current of 50 mA, for Patient A and with ASG.
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PATIENT B
90 kVp

120 kVp

Rotation of 30

Rotation of 0

60 kVp

Table 9: Comparison between images for three different tube voltages: 60, 90 and 120 keV and a tube current of 50 mA, for Patient B and with ASG.
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Another way of analyzing the impact originated by the tube voltage is by assessing
the histograms of the SPR image obtained by dividing the mean scattered and the final
primary, as explained in Chapter 3.
Mean Scatter image

Primary image

:

SPR image

=

Figure 36: SPR image is computed by dividing Mean Scatter by the Primary Image.
Afterwards, its histogram will be evaluated.

In a similar way as explained before, histograms shown in Table 10 and obtained
from the images in Table 8 and Table 9, show larger values for SPR in Patient B than in
Patient A, and also it is even larger for the projection angle of 30º. For this viewpoint,
the exposed volume is larger than for 0º. Considering that soft tissue is a scattered
media, either Patient B or rotation 30º will show an increase of scatter and a worse SPR.
Patient B

Rotation of 30

Rotation of 0

Patient A

Table 10: SPR histograms for both patients from 0 and 30 of rotation
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Rotation of 30

Rotation of 0

Evaluation of SPR per energy (keV)
Primary vs. Scatter radiation
SPR

Table 11: Evaluation of SPR per each energy (keV), without using an ASG.

Rotation of 30

Rotation of 0

Evaluation of SPR per tube voltage (kVp)
Primary vs. Scatter radiation
SPR

Table 12: Evaluation of SPR per each tube voltage applied (kVp), without using an ASG.
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The last approach taken in order to study the performance of the tube voltage and the
monoenergetic behavior, has been by comparing the Monte Carlo simulation results. In
this case, it is compared the registered number of photons hitting the detector as primary
radiation with the ones arriving as scatter. The results are displayed in two ways: the
monoenergetic (Table 11) and the tube voltage performance (Table 12).
Primary keep growing with energy since the probability of photons being absorbed in
the phantom decreases with energy, and therefore more primary photons hit the
detector. On the other hand, scatter radiation increases due to an increase of scattered
events accordingly with the energy. The behavior of both radiations tends to be similar.
This is why SPR varies slowly in the Patient A case. On the contrary, for Patient B,
although scatter might be reduced as well due to more absorption inside the patient, the
primary radiation is stronger reduced than the transmitted scatter and SPR gets worse.

5.3. Tube current
The tube current determines the flux of X-ray photons incident to the patient. The main
effect on the final image when increasing the tube current is the reduction of photon
noise, which results a better perception of small details within the image.
The quantum density is proportional to the tube current. Therefore, the photon noise
is proportional to the square root of the tube current [14]. Hence, the image contrast-tonoise is proportional to the square root of the tube current and the image obtained seems
clearer and less noisy for higher currents applied (see Table 13 and Table 14).
On the other hand, the intensity of the beam has an important repercussion on the
deposited dose in the patient. Thus, although higher currents would provide a better
perceptual visualization on the image itself, doctors must find a compromise between
the intensity of the beam and the dose deposited into the patient, trying to get the best
quality as possible without damaging patient tissues, such as the skin closer to the
source.
Considering the way how images are simulated in the project, this parameter is just a
scaling factor in the intensity of the beam. This is why SPR is not altered in this case
(Table 15), since both the primary and the scatter signal are scaled by the same factor.
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PATIENT A
50 mA

100 mA

170 mA

Rotation of 30

Rotation of 0

20 mA

Table 13: Comparison between images with four different tube currents: 20, 50, 100 and 170 mA and a tube voltage of 70 kVp.
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PATIENT B
50 mA

100 mA

170 mA

Rotation of 30

Rotation of 0

20 mA

Table 14: Comparison between images with four different tube currents: 20, 50, 100 and 170 mA and a tube voltage of 90 kVp.
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Patient B

Rotation of 30

Rotation of 0

Patient A

Table 15: SPR histograms depicting tube current effect, for both patients from 0 and 30 of
rotation. Note that all plots are on top of each other, hence the SPR is independent of the tube
current.

5.4. Geometric Distances
Geometric distances have been studied for two different cases: the effect caused by
moving the source position and keeping the detector fixed at the same place, and vice
versa. In order to study this parameter, it has been created a cylindrical water phantom
with similar dimensions as the Patient A human phantom. During all the experiments,
the ROI area projected in the isocenter plane is kept constant such that it includes the
heart coronaries in Patient A. Furthermore, the total number of photons crossing the
patient was kept constant (this means that the dose deposited in the patient should be
almost constant, i.e. a “same dose” scenario is simulated). All the simulations
performed have only been done for 70 keV.

a) Simulation 1: DAD fixed at 30 cm
In this first experiment, the detector has been maintained at the same position at 30 cm
and the source has been moved from 20 to 200 cm. The main goal of it was to see
scatter behavior in dependence on the source distance.
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As represented in Figure 37, the illuminated area in the detector gets smaller with the
distance of the source, which implies a change of the image magnification factor.

Figure 37: Schematic of Experiment 1: Detector fixed at 30 cm and moving the source from 20
to 200 cm.

The clear increase of the primary radiation according to the distance, shown in the
results table (Table 16), is due to the fact that the radiation density of the detector in the
illuminated area increases when locating the source further away, since the ray beam
gets narrower every time (note again that the total number of photons is kept constant in
this simulation). Regarding scatter radiation which only changes according to the
interaction with the phantom materials, this maintains its behavior along the detector
distance change. Therefore, the SPR decreases according to the source remoteness.
By dealing with a homogeneous phantom, made all with the same material, a similar
dose deposition in the whole phantom is reached, since the total volume exposed is
similar in all cases. In detail, however, the dose distribution in the phantom might be
different, because the exposed zone also changes moderately with distance.

SPR

DAD = 30 cm

Primary vs. Scatter radiation

Table 16: Results of Experiment 1 showing (a) the performance of primary and scatter
radiation according to the source distance and (b) the respective SPR.
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b) Simulation 2: FAD fixed at 40 cm
In this second experiment, the source has been maintained at the same position at 40 cm
and the detector has been moved from 13 to 200 cm. These values have been chosen on
purpose, considering that the phantom width from the isocenter plane is 13 cm. Thus, it
is checked what happens when locating the detector in the region closest to the
phantom.
As represented in Figure 38, the illuminated area in the detector grows according to
the distance from the detector to the source, which implies again a change on the
magnification factor each time. The conflict appear with larger distances with the
largest size needed for the detector, since as depicted in the illustration, the projected
area in the detector would be larger than the detector size itself.

Figure 38: Schematic of Experiment 2: Source fixed at 40 cm and moving the detector from 13
to 200 cm.

By analyzing the results in Table 17, primary radiation density decreases with
distance. Regarding scatter behavior, locating the detector as far as possible, there is
more chance that into broad angles scattered rays do not reach the detector at last.
Hence, as in the previous case studied, locating the detector as far as possible would
help to get the best scatter to primary ratio.

Figure 39: Scatter
performance in the
phantom.

A curious phenomenon appears for distances from 0 to 5
cm from the phantom surface. In these cases, a pronounced
peak is shown in the SPR plot, mainly caused by the scatter
behavior in these distances. When the detector is very close to
the phantom, the scattered radiation reaching the detector
comes mainly from a limited area inside the phantom,
depicted in red in Figure 39. Because of the cylindrical shape
of the phantom used, in the periphery (blue area in the figure),
scatter angular distribution is such that scatter does not reach
the detector since the phantom shields it itself.
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SPR

Zoom in (13 - 40 cm)

FAD = 40 cm

(13 -200 cm)

Primary vs. Scatter radiation

Table 17: Results of Experiment 2 showing (left column) the performance of primary and
scatter radiation according to the detector distance and (right column) the respective SPR. In
the row below are displayed the same graphics as in the row above, but showing a zoom in from
13 to 40 cm, where the conflicting area appears.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this project, an X-ray imaging system (referring to a clinical C-Arm system used for
interventional procedures) was studied. A major focus was put on what happens if
various parameters are changed: in particular, a tool was developed to visualize various
system geometries, and the effect of X-ray scattering (one of the main sources for image
degradation) was studied in several aspects. We started with the formation of the
images, by analyzing the fundamental physics behind them, and later on, we studied the
most influential physical factors related to image quality issues.
Image generation has helped to understand what components form the images and
how to interpret them afterwards. A data set of X-ray images were simulated according
to the parameters to evaluate, being as close as possible to the reality by recreating the
diverse physical phenomena occurring during their acquisition. It has been a complex
process since there was a big amount of data to simulate and to deal with.
Regarding the radiation composing the images, we have distinguished between
primary and scattered radiation. Primary radiation comprises those X-rays photons that
go straight through the phantom without suffering any alteration on their trajectories,
but can still be absorbed by the various materials they interact with. High atomic
elements have a higher absorption level, and therefore, attenuate more of the incident Xray radiation. This fact is depicted in the image by showing less intensity in the shadow
of these objects, producing the different contrast levels among the structures of the
body.
Photons interacting with matter atoms inside the phantom can suffer three different
effects: photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering or Rayleigh scattering. Compton
as well as Rayleigh scattering deviate the original trajectory of the rays into random
directions; therefore, if they hit the detector, they will provide erroneous information to
the final image, becoming the most important source of contrast degradation and noise
depicted in it.
Moreover, photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering are the ones which
contribute to dose deposition, since in both cases photons lose either complete or a part
of their energy during the interaction with matter.
The other most relevant topic in this project is image quality, which is the principal
criterion to determine X-ray image usability. It becomes especially important in disease
diagnosis or in interventions, because it can reduce the time of image interpretation and
analysis by clinical and technical experts. Keeping the goal of obtaining a good quality
on the output results generated, accuracy and speed of the system are the main targets in
the design of new X-ray medical devices.
There are many criteria for assessing image quality. However, it is often interesting
to link it to the complex evaluation criteria specific of human perception, mainly
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governed by the perception of contrast, object sharpness and the noise presented in the
image.
Scattered radiation can be one of the principal causes of degradation in image
quality. It contributes to reduce the contrast in the image. Scatter generates some
background radiation intensity, reducing the useful and relevant information provided
by the original primary signal modulated by the patient anatomy, and adds at the same
time more photon quantum noise to the images, making it more difficult to resolve
detailed structures of objects. Thus, understanding the physical behavior of scattered
radiation in dependence on the physical factors of the system, are crucial for improving
X-ray imaging systems.
Therefore, an important goal is to find physical system settings which provide a good
compromise between image quality (with respect to the balance of primary and
scattered radiation, as well as image noise), and the radiation exposed to patients, which
contributes to the dose remaining in the body. With respect to scatter, a very relevant
quantity influencing contrast as well as noise is the scatter-to-primary ratio, which
ideally should be kept smaller than one.
The simulations done in the fifth chapter have ended up with some conclusions
regarding the behavior of the scatter radiation according to: the patient size, the
projection angles, the tube voltage, the tube current and the geometric distances.
Larger patient size directly implies a larger tissue volume in the body and an
increase of the exposed region, proportional to the increase of volume. The Effective-Z
of each material influences the attenuation of the rays. Soft tissue, such as muscle mass
or fatty tissue (more pronounced in larger Patients) is a strong scattering medium due to
its low effective-Z. For this reason, the number of scatter interactions significantly
increases with patient size.
The amount of tissue exposed affects both primary attenuation and the generation of
scattered radiation, since there is more physical volume for photons to interact with.
Results of the simulation show that the SPR increases with patient size. This is due to
the balance between scatter generation (increasing with patient size) on one hand, and
attenuation of scatter and primary on the other hand.
The viewpoint from where the image is taken, directly impacts on the geometrical
arrangement of the organs in the final image, as well as the volume exposed to rays.
Thus, different interactions take place due to the different distribution of each material.
Two projection angles were studied; the 0° viewpoint is defined along the shorter
diameter of the almost ellipsoidal patient cross section; the other viewpoint is by 30°
rotated around the patient foot-head-axis. Applying a 30º rotation to the system involves
a larger exposed volume as compared to 0°, causing that primary radiation is more
attenuated as a result. Therefore, SPR tends to be larger for 30° as compared to 0°.
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The voltage applied to the tube determines the X-ray energy spectrum constituting
the final images. The penetrating power of the rays increases accordingly with the
energy they carry. Consequently, for higher energies, materials tend to respond in a very
similar way, and therefore, they are similarly depicted in the image. This is the reason
why the contrast is reduced for high voltages, as in this case, higher energies have a
higher weight as compared to lower tube voltages.
Moreover, increasing the tube voltage and creating higher energies also increases the
probability of Compton scattering, whereas for lower energies a stronger attenuation by
photoelectric effect takes place. In a consequence, the relative amount of scattered Xrays relative to primary photons increase with energy which results in a SPR that
increases with tube voltage.
The tube current determines the flux of photons incident to the patient, which is
equivalent to the photon density captured in the detector. The impact on the image by
increasing the applied current is the reduction of photon noise, since the quantum
density is augmented. Hence, the sensation of noise is reduced and small details within
the image can be perceived by the observer. Considering the way how images are
simulated in the project, this parameter is just a scaling factor in the intensity of the
beam. This is why SPR is not altered in this case, since both the primary and the scatter
signal are scaled by the same factor.
Geometric distances have been studied according two different cases: the effect
caused by moving the source position and keeping the detector fixed at the same place,
and vice versa. In both cases, the same ROI volume in the phantom area is illuminated
with a constant number of photons (this means that the X-ray emission of the tube is
always adapted such that the ROI is passed by almost the same number of photons). As
a result, the magnification factor of the X-ray image changes, as well as the density of
the beam interacting with the phantom.
In the case when the detector is fixed, moving the X-rays source implies a narrower
beam with increasing source distance, and hence, an increase of the beam density
accordingly. This is reflected in a very remarkable growth of primary radiation when
enlarging distances, whereas the scatter density increases only weakly. Therefore, SPR
tends to decrease with the source remoteness.
On the other hand, when keeping the source fixed at the same position, the fact of
moving the detector away requires a larger illuminated area on the detector itself,
causing a conflict with a maximum possible detector area. The scatter signal is reduced
with distance because as getting farther away from the phantom, there is more chance
that scattered rays are not captured by the detector. Therefore, SPR in this case is
reduced accordingly with the distance of the detector.
In both cases, locating the devices away from the patient provides a better SPR. The
compromise of reducing SPR by locating the source and the detector away from patient
can cause some controversy in interventional system designs, since the main goal for
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these systems is reaching less bulkiness and mayor flexibility and interaction between
doctor and patient.
Finding a good compromise between all these studied parameters can be a bit
difficult, since there are a lot of factors to consider. In addition, the medical application
to implement will definitely determine the optimization of these settings. This study was
focused on the proper visualization of the coronary arteries. On the contrary, the
visualization of other body structures can require completely different settings to the
ones used for the heart.
Nevertheless, after all, the hardest goal to optimize, and possibly the most important,
is finding a good compromise between dose deposited in the patient and image quality
regarding all these system settings.
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APPENDIX A: Scheme for Monte Carlo Simulations

Start: Define photon by energy,
coordinates and direction.

Based on material at current position, calculate random pathlengths
for Compton, Rayleigh and photoel. absorption. Choose the interaction
i with the smallest pathlength.

Interaction
before photon crosses
interface?

Propagate
photon behind
next interface.

no

yes

Exit from phantom?

propagate photon to
point of interaction

yes
i = Rayleigh;
calculate
random scatter
angle.

End
no

i = Photoabsorption?
yes

i = Compton?
yes

Get random number
0 < r < 1.

r < probability
of K-fluor.?

no

no

Calculate random scatter angle;
record photon position and
deposited energy.

yes

no
Full absorption; record photon
position and deposited energy.

Record photon position and
deposited energy; create
fluorescence photon.
End

Schematic of how Monte Carlo Simulations performs. Following the path of individual
x-ray photons, Monte Carlo computes primary radiation and also, the probability of
photoelectric effect and Rayleigh or Compton scattering to happen. This scheme was
adapted from [17].
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APPENDIX B: Steps for generating the final images
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